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Hey everyone, some of you might have noticed that a few more features have been opened up here
at HM for you.

We are having an open house so to speak.
HM for a long time has been supporting a multi-leveled user group base. We have been rewarding
the more loyal and posting members to the site with various expanded  access.

For the next week or two we are having a open house to most of the hidden features and will be
introducing a new user group to the ranks of HM. The Gold membership. 

There will be more then one way to become a gold member here at HM, but one way is to donate.

We will give any member that donates $10 or more a free one year gold membership as a gift of our
appreciation. What the gold membership will grant you is access to the complete site as well as
posting rights in the cookie jar.
For a $15 donation we will give you a expanded Gold membership that includes A custom avatar and
a custom Rank.

The gold memberships are gifts you are not purchasing them, and if for any reason a gold member
misbehaves/breaks rules/acts like a Jag off it will be removed regardless of the time left on the
membership.

Other ways to earn a gold membership is to be active and receive one as a gift and/or prize.

The Hellfire Club gallery will still be visible but only Members of the club will be able to post to it. And
the Hellfire Forum will also remain private to club members.

Members of the Hellfire Club already have Gold memberships. People that have donated in the past
couple months since I put the donation button on will also recieve a gold membership (if I know their
username of course).

Enjoy your open house here at HM, also any ideas to expand the site are welcome.
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